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ABSTRACT:Management of business processes (BPM) has become the main approach taken by a number of 

companies for effective management of their company with IT. In recent years, the definition of BPM has been an area 

of interest among the enterprise community, as is evident in the degree of literature on it. The beginning point of the 

analysis was the premise that the absence of well-established systematic frameworks and concepts of process control 

plays a role in handling organizations’ operations strategically. This thesis was aimed at exploring the foundations of 

the management of the company process. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The business sector is deeply interested in process management, which influences both operational and corporate 

practices to different degrees. In several of the significant thematic interventions in the post-restructuring period, the 

idea of 'process' has repeatedly arisen. The definition of 'processes is all used, for example, by customer relationship 

management (CRM), company resource planning (ERP), six Sigma, and most recently business process management 

(BPM)[1]. 

In addition to crossing these 'process' initiatives, the core elements for the mechanisms for performance management 

can also be seen in other fields (e.g. EFQM). While process-led management is comprehensive, in particular Business 

Process Management (BPM), the semanticists assigned to this management theme often include a considerable variety. 

In the relative lack of conceptual analysis and of robust scientific study, uncertainty around BPM can emerge[2]. For 

example, in discussing BPM, we note that "there are few major efforts to develop theoretical positions on potential 

approaches to BPM, possibly because BPM development was driven by practitioners instead of academics." However, 

this would not prohibit BPM from evolving technically. The task for academics in the field of operations management 

(OM) is to develop productive theory. In addition, OM must broaden its horizons and take up a greater context for its 

study in the area of Service Operations[3]. 

II.LITERATURE REVIEW 

1. Business Process: 

Company method can be defined as 'an operation set that takes one or more types of input and produces a consumer 

value result' or "a particular time and location order of operations with a start and end of simple inputs and outputs'. 

The method includes a collection of attributes for completing a goal and the theory flow of steps[4]. In general, the 

process helps to control an organization's activities such that useful outcomes are achieved.Company processes can be 

categorized into (a) operating processes, operations affecting the value chain of a company and (b) management 

processes consisting of the collection, analysis, coordination and distribution of information that controls the activity of 

the system. An organizational and management mechanism structured and managed flow serves as a central aspect of 

an organization’s productive functioning. Improving the efficiency of the organization directly relates to improving the 
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core business processes. A process view may define additional factors more clearly at the process level which influence 

the conversion of IT assets into performance or failure. For example, if a company decides to boost the quality of its 

investment and uses IT to do so, then it understands the business importance of IT if it actually has contributed to 

improved organization’s effectiveness.There is therefore the right way of stating the value-added IT mechanisms and 

recognizing the interaction between IT and the enterprise that examining the organization's business activity would 

yield greater outcomes to evaluate the effect of IT[5]. 

Rapid updates and creativity in IT have taken the companies face up to a challenging world. Over the last decade, the 

effect of IT on companies has moved significantly from position support to the implementation of innovative methods 

to achieve market objectives. Organizations aim to be more flexible in IT technologies so that quality services can be 

provided to their clients[6].Almost 46% of all the investment in resources in the US economy has been rendered to 

boost corporate productivity through information technology. If we see it, companies are trying to boost the market 

value of using IT, as IT begins to enter and affect the organizations’ organizational and management process, while at 

the same time increasing the business value of IT.This prospect is improved by the restructuring of organization 

systems that also contribute to improved corporate systems, leading to improved performance and productivity for 

enterprises. Therefore, companies redefine market meaning constantly through IT and demonstrate explicitly that IT 

serves as the tool/catalyst for business process reengineering (BPR) and creativity in business processes[7]. 

2. Business Process management: 

The root of the BPM dates from the 1990s, when BPM became after the workflow wave the next big trend. It tests a 

number of principles, including process management (WFM), case management (CH), incorporation of the company 

application (EAI), business resource planning (ERP), customer relation management (CRM) etc. The descriptions of 

BPM in the different current literature offer a wider viewpoint on the management of business operations, using 

automation and technology as resources. Any of the literature available has built on technical evaluation and the 

potential to improve current systems. The definition is otherwise described as a synergetic effect generated by 

integrating technology and human aspects to redefine current methods[8]. 

BPM should also be presented in significant measure as a method and methodology supplier to handle business 

operations effectively[9]. BPM may play an important role in the organization's growth, notably because BPM offers 

not only a perspective of business processes, but also the ability to communicate, track, evaluate and refine the business 

processes due to the sophisticated creation.When corporate processes grow more dynamic, organizations become more 

transparent and dispersed. It is also an obligation for companies to rely on BPM to better solve the complexities and 

embrace new environments[10]. 

3. Process Strategy: 

The process strategy discusses the connections between the articulation of a strategic goal and intended actions for the 

use of a process infrastructure and its continuing management. They incorporate the idea of a 'integrator' that ties 

strategic planning to deployment of the mission stage. A number of scholars have defined the articulation of a 

conceptual goal to focus on procedures.Although the consensus remains that BPM needs a policy articulation, some 

controversies over the strategic efficiency that BPM deploys will accomplish. The suitability of BPM for competitive 

distinction, but questions BPM's suitability for cost control. In addition to improved distribution dependability, speed of 

new product launch, increased versatility and consistent product consistency, the result indicates substantial 

possibilities for achieving cost-reduction strategies. 

This articulation of corporate strategy and the recognition of future aspects of increased competition depend on 

implemented strategic approaches. In strategic management it implies the categorization of: prescriptive versus 

emergent, hard targets versus expectations of stakeholders and strategic versus strategic material, taking into account 

strategic approaches taken from BPM firms.The results of their work show that a mixture of 'requisite' and 'stakeholder 
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expectations' is dominant through the use of the EFQM model to achieve organizational productivity. This is associated 

with analyses of the foreign supply chain and the recognition of the core business processes for operating in the market 

defined. 

The future strategic use of knowing and capitalizing on the different capacities that are achieved by specific resource 

combinations is nevertheless being given growing importance. The articulation of process ability that involves an 

appreciation of resource capacity is a core element of BPM. When organizations mature, competitive differentiation 

will more effectively be built on a capability-centered strategy.The paradigmatic neatness found by the researcher has 

not been realized; however, whereas the power based strategy formulation has gained considerable attention. However, 

a business-process technical capacity that synthesizes process capacity and market-driven approach may be envisaged. 

The skills of the business processes are relevant strategically and can be perceived as strategic assets themselves. 

While it is possible to analyses the relative advantages of strategic approaches using the wider strategic management 

literature, the main issue here is successful execution of a plan with a process-centered architecture. Examples of 

businesses relating their long-term plans to annual preparations for core market operations. BPM itself is a deployment 

– a plan in motion. It is possible to suggest Process management is more than a means of optimizing individual 

procedures – it is a way of operating and maintaining a business. For starters, Xerox has been motivated by the need to 

strengthen the execution of BPM's strategy. The secret to 'linked approach to day-to-day activity' is, as these scholars 

emphasize, imminent debates about the execution of policies. We assume that this deployment can be accomplished by 

means of a coherent judgment pattern in any of the other four themes listed below.Good coordination is key to progress 

in these decisions. The failure to develop and articulate an organization's vision of the process may generate cynics 

within its participants which is difficult to resolve by the time the plan is required to be enforced. The implementation 

of the BPM strategy is thus based on the consistent decision-making and cohesive decision-making in each of the 

following areas: the process architecture, process ownership and organizational design, process measurements and 

associated procurement structures, as well as the ongoing improvement of processes. 

III. CONCLUSION 

The major conclusion drawn from the above review is that the BPM Models in their current form fail to enable the full 

implementation of BPM in practice. The incorporation of the Process Lifecycle approach in all future BPM Models 

could be a first step in order to move beyond the identified weaknesses. Thus, being more practical and clear, the future 

BPM Models will further allow the systematic and reliable exploration of a series of important issues, concerning BPM 

(e.g. BPM contribution to business results, BPM enablers etc.) 
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